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We present analysis of adhesion properties of angled polymer nanohairs with a wide range of
leaning angles from 0° to 45° and ultraviolet �UV�-curable polyurethane acrylate �PUA� materials
of two different elastic moduli �19.8 and 320 MPa�. It is demonstrated that shear adhesion and
adhesion hysteresis can be greatly enhanced by increasing the leaning angle of nanohairs both for
soft and hard materials due to increased contact area and reduced structural stiffness. © 2010
American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3298554�

Recent studies have revealed that many structural fea-
tures such as size, aspect ratio �AR�, leaning angle �LA�, tip
shape, and hierarchy are important to develop an artificial
dry adhesive with superior performance.1 In particular, the
directional angle of a hairy surface plays a key role in the
anisotropic adhesion property.2 In addition, the directional
angle significantly lowers the effective modulus, resulting in
a soft, tacky surface even with a rigid material. Motivated by
these fascinating features, a number of methods have been
developed to create geckolike high AR, angled structures.3–8

Despite its significant role in the performance of dry adhe-
sion, however, the effect of LA has not been studied in depth,
in part due to technical difficulty in the fabrication of slanted
nanohairs with tailored geometry.

In this letter, we fabricate gecko-inspired slanted poly-
mer nanohairs with various LAs and analyze their structural
characteristics with particular emphasis on the performance
of shear adhesion. For the fabrication, we used a simple two-
step method by combining angled etching and replica mold-
ing technique as reported earlier.9 Figures 1�a�–1�d� show
scanning electron microscopy �SEM� images of Si master
substrates having etched nanoholes with different LAs ��i�
of 0°, 15°, 30°, and 45° with respect to the vertical plane.
After preparing etched Si masters with angled nanoholes,
slanted nanohairs with four different LAs were fabricated by
replicating the masters with UV-curable PUA materials of
two different Young’s moduli as follows: soft �s� PUA
�s-PUA, 19.8 MPa� and hard �h� PUA �h-PUA, 320 MPa�
�see Figs. 1�e�–1�h��.10

To measure the adhesion properties of the slanted nano-
hairs, the macroscopic shear adhesion strength was evaluated
by a hanging test, in which a flexible dry adhesive patch
�size: 1�1 cm2� was attached against a glass surface under
a preload of 0.3 N /cm2. During the shear adhesion test, no
external normal load was applied. Figure 2�a� shows the
shear adhesion force of s-PUA nanohairs as a function of

LA. As shown in Fig. 2�a�, a significant increase in the shear
adhesion was observed with the increase of LA. The shear
adhesion of vertical nanohairs was �9.3 N /cm2, which was
enhanced to �18.9 N /cm2 with LA of 15°. The shear adhe-
sion with 30° and 45° were further increased to �28.5 and
38.1 N /cm2, respectively, suggesting that the shear adhesion
increases with increasing LA. One notable feature is that the
shear adhesion force of s-PUA nanohairs �20–40 N /cm2�
was greatly increased as compared to that of h-PUA nano-
hairs �5–15 N /cm2, see Fig. 3�a��. This can be attributed to
two reasons. The first is the higher surface energy of s-PUA
��40 mJ /m2� compared to that of h-PUA ��30 mJ /m2�,
resulting in the higher work of adhesion. The second is the
side contact caused by the reduced structural stiffness. Since
the elastic modulus of s-PUA ��19.8 MPa� is an order of
magnitude lower than that of h-PUA ��320 MPa�, the bend-
ing would be much higher accordingly, resulting in side con-
tact rather than tip contact.

a�Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
shmoon@surf.snu.ac.kr.

b�Electronic mail: sky4u@snu.ac.kr.

FIG. 1. ��a�–�d�� SEM images of the Si master substrates having angled etch
profiles with LAs of 0°, 15°, 30°, and 45°, respectively. ��e�–�f�� SEM im-
ages of the h-PUA nanohairs �2 �m length and 400 nm diameter� replicated
from the masters shown in �a–d�. �Scale bar=400 nm.�
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The maximum shear adhesion force of single nanohair
can be written by11,12

FS = A � � = LC � WC � � , �1�

where A is the contact area, � is the interfacial shear strength,
LC is the side contact length, and WC is the contact width.
Here WC can be expressed as12

WC = 8� �1 − �2�R2W12

�E
�1/3

, �2�

where � is the Poisson’s ratio, R is the radius, E is the elastic
modulus of nanohair, and W12 is the work of adhesion be-
tween nanohair and contact substrate. For the s-PUA nano-
hair, the contact width is expected to be �215 nm from Eq.
�2�. By considering a single s-PUA nanohair as an elastic
rod, the side contact length �LC=L−a� for a given shear load
�fS� acting on the tip of the nanohair can be obtained by
solving the ordinary differential equation �see Fig. 2�b��13,14

�� +
fS

EI
cos � = 0, �3�

where I is the moment of inertia of nanohair and the corre-
sponding boundary conditions areas follows:13,14

��0� = �i, ��a� =
�

2
, ���a� =�2w

EI
. �4�

Here, w, the adhesion energy per length, is given by12

w = 6� �1 − �2�R2W12
4

�E
�1/3

. �5�

Figure 2�c� shows the theoretical predictions of the con-
tact length �LC=L−a� by solving the above boundary value
problem, along with the measured shear adhesion �fS� of
single s-PUA nanohair as a function of LA. Interestingly, the
side contact length of the s-PUA nanohair was over 1 �m
and gradually increased with the increase of LA. The contact
length of vertical nanohair was �1.0 �m, which was en-
hanced to �1.3 �m with LA of 15°. The contact length with
30° and 45° were further increased to �1.4 and 1.5 �m,
respectively, suggesting that the s-PUA nanohairs make a
strong side contact with the substrate and the contact length
increases with increasing LA. For the theoretical predictions
in Fig. 2�c�, the applied shear load �fS� was estimated to be
�93 nN ��i=0°�, 189 nN ��i=15°�, 285 nN ��i=30°�, and
381 nN ��i=45°� from the experimental results �Fig. 2�a��,
assuming all hairs �1.0�108 /cm2� are in contact with the
substrate. By assuming the interfacial shear strength as
�7 MPa,11 the predicted shear adhesion forces are �1.5,
1.9, 2.1, and 2.3 �N for nanohairs with LAs of 0°, 15°, 30°,
and 45°, respectively. These values are about an order of
magnitude higher than the experimental results. This discrep-
ancy can be attributed to several reasons such as inaccurate
estimate of �, surface roughness of nanohairs, mating of
nanohairs, water layers formed on solid surfaces, contact
fracture due to elongation of soft nanohairs or backing mem-
brane buckling.13 Nonetheless, it is obvious that the side con-
tact length is gradually enhanced with the increase in LA of
s-PUA nanohairs as shown in Fig. 2�c�. To see whether the
side contact length is affected by LA under the same shear
load, we estimated the contact length of nanohairs with four
different LAs as a function of applied shear load �fS�. As
shown in Fig. 2�d�, even under the same shear load, the side
contact length increases with the increase of LA. Further-
more, the nanohairs with a higher LA can have a higher
contact length even under a low shear load, demonstrating
the reduced structural stiffness of slanted nanohair.

As the bending and rotation of nanostructures strongly
depend on mechanical properties of materials used,15 we also
fabricated the same nanohairs with h-PUA �E�320 MPa�
and examined their adhesion properties. According to Eq.
�3�, the h-PUA nanohairs are expected to make a tip contact
with the substrate rather than a side contact since the elastic
restoring force is larger than surface forces for adhesion due
to high elastic modulus and relatively low work of
adhesion.12,14 As a result, it is expected that the variation in
shear adhesion of h-PUA nanohairs would be small with dif-
ferent LAs. Our experimental results, however, showed that
the shear adhesion forces are still increased with the increase
in LA �Fig. 3�a��. This means that although the h-PUA nano-
hairs would be difficult to form a side contact with the sub-
strate, the actual contact area around the tip of nanohairs is
increased by increasing the structural LAs when a shear load
is applied. This can be explained in terms of the reduced
structural stiffness as follows: When a shear force �fS� is

FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� Measurement of macroscopic shear adhesion
force with an adhesive patch �thickness: 50–60 �m, D=1.0�108 /cm2, and
size: 1�1 cm2� having s-PUA nanohairs with different LAs against smooth
glass surface after removing preload of 0.3 N /cm2. �b� A schematic drawing
of the deflected s-PUA nanohair under a shear load of fS. �c� Theoretical
side contact lengths �blue diamond� of s-PUA nanohair along with experi-
mental shear adhesion force of single s-PUA nanohair �red box�. �d� Theo-
retical side contact lengths of s-PUA nanohairs with four different LAs as a
function of applied shear load.

FIG. 3. �a� Measurement of macroscopic shear adhesion force with an
adhesive patch �thickness: 50–60 �m, D=1.0�108 /cm2, and size: 1
�1 cm2� having h-PUA nanohairs with different LAs against smooth glass
surface after removing preload of 0.3 N /cm2. �b� A schematic drawing of
the deflected h-PUA nanohair under a shear load of fS.
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applied to a tilted cantilever, the normal deflection ��n� and
the rotation angle ��B� are given by �see Fig. 3�b��15,16

�n =
L3fS sin �i cos �i

3EI
, �B =

L2fS cos �i

2EI
, �6�

where L is the hair length. Assuming all hairs �1.0
�108 /cm2� are in contact with the substrate, fS is estimated
to be �30 nN ��i=0°�, 60 nN ��i=15°�, 90 nN ��i=30°�,
and 130 nN ��i=45°� from the experimental results. Under
these shear loads, the values of �n are �0 nm ��i=0°�, 100
nm ��i=15°�, 260 nm ��i=30°�, and 430 nm ��i=45°�, and
the values of bending angle ��s	90°−�i−�B� are reduced to
�81°, 58°, 38°, and 19° from their initial angles of 90°, 75°,
60°, and 45°, respectively. This suggests that nanohairs with
higher LAs are more compliant15,16 and can make more inti-
mate contact with the substrate, resulting in an enhanced
adhesion. However, there is a trade-off in the adhesion per-
formance for a higher LA in that the adaptability to a rough
surface would become lower.9 In addition, slanted nanohairs
with higher LA are prone to clumping on the substrate.6 It is
noted in this regard that the gecko overcomes this limitation
through hierarchically organized multiscale hairs.9,17

In summary, our experimental and theoretical studies
have demonstrated that shear adhesion and adhesion hyster-
esis can be greatly increased by enhancing the LA of nano-
hairs both for soft and hard materials due to increased con-
tact area and reduced structural stiffness.
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